Compression therapies for chronic venous leg ulcers: interventions and adherence
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Abstract: Compression therapy has been the mainstay for the treatment of lower extremity edema, venous insufficiency, and particularly, venous ulcerative disease. Though modern surgical treatments exist, none are completely effective without good compressive options to allow for decreased swelling and better oxygenation of damaged tissues. This review article will describe the pathophysiology and presentation of lower extremity venous ulcerations, as well as current options for compression therapy. The benefits, along with the major pitfall of nonadherence, will also be discussed.
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Introduction

Venous leg ulcers have afflicted humans throughout our existence. King Henry VIII of medieval England reportedly suffered from recurrent venous leg ulcers, with intermittent sepsis theorized to hamper his judgment on state issues.1 Compression therapy itself is quite ancient, with reported use by Hippocrates dating back to the 4th century BC.2 Interestingly, compression is still considered the gold standard of treatment for venous leg ulcers today.3

Chronic venous leg ulcers are a common, and often difficult to treat, condition encountered in modern medical practice across a broad array of specialties. Proper care for these patients requires the cooperation of a team of clinicians and health care providers, from physicians to wound care specialists.4 Approximately 1.5–3.0 per 1,000 adults have active leg ulcers, 80% of which develop secondary to underlying venous disease.1,5 The direct cost of treatment for venous leg ulcers in the US is currently estimated to be between US$10,000–US$12,000 per patient. Additionally, significant indirect costs are associated with lost work productivity and other related expenses.1 These unfortunate patients suffer from a lower quality of life due to decreased mobility, pain, and subsequent loss of income.6,7

Various treatment modalities currently exist for the treatment of chronic venous ulceration, such as compression bandaging, other compressive therapy, vascular surgery for arterial occlusive disease including lower extremity bypass or endovascular procedures, skin replacement and grafting, and various biophysical interventions, as well as endovascular surgical interventions in cases of deep vein stenosis, occlusion, or external compression.4 Several trials have shown that healing rates of venous ulcers are <50% at 12 weeks after the start of therapy. Other trials have shown that this rate can be significantly improved with the use of adequate and consistent compression materials.8,9
Iliac vein recanalization with stenting has been shown to be very efficacious in the healing of chronic venous ulcers.\textsuperscript{10,11} Raju et al\textsuperscript{10,11} have shown in multiple studies that the long-term patency and clinical outcomes are excellent. The need for open surgery to correct reflux or obstruction has been drastically reduced; however, such procedures can still be carried out later in the event of stent occlusion or failure to relieve symptoms.

The options for venous ulcer treatment are conservative therapy with compression, leg elevation, and ambulation; while other therapy options include surgery by means of great saphenous vein ligation and stripping, or less invasive alternatives such as endovascular ablation or foam sclerotherapy. Perforator vein interruption is also an option to promote ulcer healing when indicated.\textsuperscript{12} Additionally, investigational cell-based topical treatments are currently being studied in the treatment of venous leg ulcers.\textsuperscript{13} The general consensus is that both compression and surgery are equally effective in promoting ulcer healing and improving patient quality of life; however, surgery has been shown to have a lower rate of recurrence.\textsuperscript{12}

A core component of the current management of venous ulcerations is compression therapy.\textsuperscript{5} It has been shown that venous ulcers heal faster when compression therapy is administered.\textsuperscript{3} In an overview of guidelines from both the Association of Advanced Wound Care (AAWC) in 2012 and the Wound Healing Society (WHS) in 2006 (with an update in 2012), consensus is that multiple sustained high compression elastic bandages should be used instead of inelastic compression or single component compression systems, as this method has been shown to be more effective.\textsuperscript{4} If this is unable to be accomplished, however, compression of any form has been shown to be better than none.\textsuperscript{5} After a wound has healed, compression stockings should be used lifelong to reduce ulcer recurrence.\textsuperscript{4} In this review, compression therapy options and their role in the treatment of venous ulcers will be discussed.

**Overview of venous disease**

**Pathophysiology**

The venous system is comprised of high capacitance vessels, designed to accommodate large volume changes, such as those that occur with exercise. Pathology, including venous valvular insufficiency and calf muscle pump dysfunction, leads to chronic blood pooling within the lower extremities with a subsequent increase in venous pressure. This increase in venous pressure is responsible for the signs and symptoms that are so commonly associated with chronic venous disease.\textsuperscript{14–16} Persons who have had a prior deep vein thrombosis (DVT) are particularly prone to deep venous insufficiency and post-thrombotic syndrome, which may ultimately lead to ulceration.\textsuperscript{17,18}

Calf muscle pump deficiency, in particular, appears to have a significant association with venous ulceration.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, nutritional deficiency of wound-healing nutrients may play a significant role in the propagation of chronic venous ulcers; particularly protein, vitamins C and A, and zinc.\textsuperscript{20} Obesity also plays a role in the development of chronic venous ulcers, as obesity is associated with decreased mobility and subsequent venous stasis.\textsuperscript{4}

**Etiology of chronic venous ulcers**

The true pathophysiological mechanism behind ulcer formation from venous hypertension is not entirely clear. There is some literature supporting the pathological changes that occur locally with venous hypertension. These include fibrin cuff formation around the microvasculature, which serves as a barrier to oxygen diffusion; impaired gas exchange; local ischemia and epidermal necrosis; white cell entrapment; and inhibition of growth factors, all as proposed mechanisms behind the skin breakdown and poor healing.\textsuperscript{21–24}

A proposed mechanism for the characteristic skin changes associated with venous disease, including ulceration, involves extravasation of blood particles into tissues secondary to increased pressure and capillary filtration, leading to hemosiderin deposition and subsequent hyperpigmentation. Neutrophil accumulation and fibrin breakdown trigger inflammation and increased microthrombi, ultimately leading to impaired local oxygen delivery.\textsuperscript{5}

Ulcers trapped in the inflammatory phase are unlikely to heal. This may be caused by an imbalance between matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and elastase and the MMP inhibitors. Certain dressings can trap MMPs in the form of oxidized regenerated collagen and cellulose, and may help to promote wound healing.\textsuperscript{5}

**Clinical presentation**

Symptoms of chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) are extremely variable and often vague. Symptom patterns commonly include dull pain, leg heaviness, fatigue or restlessness, and swelling that worsen throughout the day. Pruritus, burning sensations, cramping, skin tension and thickening, and visible varicosities are also common complaints. Unfortunately, CVI is a progressive disease and usually worsens in severity over time. Severe disease may lead to dermatitis, soft tissue edema, hyperpigmentation,
lipodermatosclerosis, ulceration, skin erosion, or hemorrhage. Pain associated with CVI is often exacerbated by pregnancy and variation in the menstrual cycle.\(^{25}\)

Signs of CVI are also quite variable. The first sign is typically ankle and calf edema. Early signs also include telangiectasias and visible reticular veins, palpable intradermal veins, and visible larger varicosities. Longstanding disease manifests with more skin changes, such as brawny induration, stasis dermatitis, hyperpigmentation, and finally, with skin ulceration in the most severe form.\(^{26}\)

### Diagnosis

Venous disease is characterized by the Clinical Etiologic Anatomic Pathophysiologic (CEAP) System. The grading system goes from C\(_1\)–C\(_6\). C\(_1\) disease is characterized by visible telangiectasias and/or visible intradermal (reticular) veins. Varicose veins comprise C\(_2\) or C\(_3\) disease depending on whether or not they are symptomatic (with C\(_2\) being asymptomatic and C\(_3\) being symptomatic); however, the distinction between C\(_2\) and C\(_3\) disease is rarely made clinically. C\(_4\) disease is composed of those who have trophic skin changes such as pigmentation, eczema, lipodermatosclerosis, and atrophic blanche (hypopigmentation due to cutaneous infarction). C\(_5\) is designated when a healed venous ulcer is in place, while C\(_6\) disease consists of an active venous ulcer.\(^{1,26-29}\)

Diagnosis of venous disease begins with a thorough history and physical examination. Particular attention should be given toward eliciting any history of DVT or prior surgical intervention. Additionally, if present, all lower extremity incisions must be inspected to determine if stab avulsion phlebectomies or saphenous vein stripping has been previously performed.\(^{30}\)

When venous disease is suspected, a focused venous Duplex ultrasound should be performed to examine both the deep and superficial venous system. This will confirm the diagnosis and stage of the extent of disease.\(^{30}\) Additionally, patients with C5 or C6 disease are more likely to have perforator vein insufficiency, and imaging needs to extend to the area directly beneath the ulcer beds.\(^{31-33}\)

### Review of current compression therapies

The force of gravity causes venous ulceration to occur in the most dependent areas of the lower extremities. It has recently been proven that the mechanism behind mechanical compression stockings is related to a decrease in the transmural pressure within the vein wall by increasing the perivenous tissue pressure.\(^{34}\) Compression may also provide additional benefit by reducing the vein remodeling known to occur in CVI patients.\(^{35}\) Compression therapy, therefore, counteracts the force of gravity by applying perivenous tissue pressure.\(^{9}\) This external pressure provides force to move fluid from the interstitial space back into the intravascular space, as well as prevent reflux.\(^{36,37}\) External pressure also increases calf-pumping function and induces a valvular mechanism to increase venous ejection fraction, prevent reflux, and decrease ambulatory venous hypertension.\(^{38,39}\) Compression therapy requires lifelong maintenance to prevent ulcer recurrence.\(^{5}\)

The parameters responsible for clinical efficiency of compression therapies are the stiffness (pressure increase caused by stretching of the compression material), and the interface pressure exerted on the leg.\(^{5}\) In order to effectively modify standing venous pressure, the external compression pressure applied should exceed 60 mmHg, which is the pressure required to compress veins effectively while in the dorsiflexed position.\(^{40}\) Patients treated with the highest degrees of compression have the lowest reported recurrence rates.\(^{41,42}\) Optimizing compression systems over the years has proven to be a challenging endeavor. This is due to different combinations of materials often being poorly described in trials, use of confusing terminology, and failure to report the proper pressures and the physical properties of various compression products.\(^{1}\) One must also ascertain the status of the patient’s arterial system in the lower extremities to avoid compression in the face of peripheral arterial disease.

### Available compression therapies

For compression therapy of venous leg ulcers, there are currently five materials that are presently utilized. These include: compression bandages, compression stockings, self-adjustable fabric hook and loop fastener (eg, ‘Velcro®’), devices, intermittent pneumatic compression pumps, and hybrid devices.\(^{9}\) Each of these treatment modalities will be discussed (Table 1).

#### Compression bandages

Bandages are categorized by their performance into retention, support, or compression type bandages.\(^{1}\) When it comes to venous insufficiency treatment, most interest lies in compression bandages. Class 3 bandages are compression-type bandages, and are classified on the level of compression at the ankle when the bandage is applied in a simple spiral. Class 3a provides light compression (14–17 mmHg), class 3b provides moderate compression (18–24 mmHg), class 3c provides high compression (25–35 mmHg), and class 3d provides extra high compression (up to 60 mmHg).\(^{43,44}\)
Table 1 Comparison of various compression materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type (1–4)</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Stiffness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>la) Inelastic</td>
<td>Zinc paste (Unna)</td>
<td>Trained staff, may stay for some days</td>
<td>High working pressure, well-tolerated during rest</td>
<td>Messy</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lb) Short stretch wrap</td>
<td>Double Comprilan®</td>
<td>Trained staff, may stay for some days</td>
<td>High working pressure, well-tolerated during rest</td>
<td>Slipping</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lc) Multicomponent – short stretch</td>
<td>Coban™; Urgo KTwo® (inelastic = elastic component)</td>
<td>Trained staff, may stay for some days</td>
<td>High working pressure, well-tolerated during rest</td>
<td>Not reusable</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ld) Long stretch wrap – elastic</td>
<td>Ace™; Perfekta®</td>
<td>Easy application, needs to be removed overnight</td>
<td>Self-application, restricted reusability</td>
<td>Low working pressure, not tolerated when applied with high pressure</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le) Multicomponent bandages</td>
<td>Profore® (elastic components); Urgo KTwo® (inelastic = elastic component)</td>
<td>Trained staff, may stay for some days</td>
<td>High working pressure, well-tolerated during rest</td>
<td>Not reusable, bulky, and warm</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a) Compression stocking elastic</td>
<td>Variety of products in different compression classes</td>
<td>Self-application</td>
<td>Patient can have showers, daily skin care, self-management</td>
<td>Low working pressure</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b) Ulcer kits</td>
<td>Double stocking</td>
<td>Basal layer stays overnight and keeps ulcer dressing in place, second stocking during daytime</td>
<td>Patient can have showers, daily skin care, self-management</td>
<td>Difficult to put on</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Velcro devices</td>
<td>CircAid®</td>
<td>Self-application, self-adjustable</td>
<td>Patient can have showers, daily skin care, self-management</td>
<td>Not appealing</td>
<td>Medium—high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Extremity pump</td>
<td>Variety of products in different versions</td>
<td>Self-application, self-adjustable</td>
<td>Patient can have showers, daily skin care, self-management</td>
<td>Works when patient is resting for limited time</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) ‘Hybrid pumps’ (‘adaptive compression therapy’)</td>
<td>ActiTouch®; Combines sustained with intermittent pressure</td>
<td>Self-application, pressure-sustained mode is maintained</td>
<td>Patient can have showers, daily skin care, self-management</td>
<td>Not appealing</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


This classification system has recently been under scrutiny, and a more complex classification has been proposed. An expert consensus group recommends that a distinction be made between layers and components of various compression bandages.80 Additionally, the notion of a ‘static stiffness index’ (SSI) has been proposed, as properties of ‘elastic’ bandages may become more ‘inelastic’ due to the friction forces between different components. The new proposal is for SSIs >10 mmHg when a patient moves from supine to standing to indicate inelasticity, and an increase of <10 mmHg to indicate elasticity.80

The available compression bandages can be broken down into the following groups: inelastic bandages (eg, traditional Unna boot; Figure 1), short stretch bandages (eg, Double Comprilan®; BSN Medical, Hull, UK), multiple component short stretch bandages (eg, Coban®; 3M Co, St Paul, MN, USA), long stretch bandages (eg, Ace™; 3M Co), and multiple component (multi-layer) bandages (eg, Profore™; Smith and Nephew, London, UK or KTtwo®; Urgo Ltd, Loughborough, UK). They all tend to have a high working pressure, except for the long stretch elastic wraps.2,5,9,45

Inelastic bandages have the highest stiffness of all compression materials.19,46 They are well-tolerated during periods of rest and do not require daily application, but tend to be messy and require application by trained staff.2,42 Short stretch wrap systems have a high stiffness, also tend to be well-tolerated during periods of rest, do not

Figure 1 Traditional Unna’s Boot with multiple layers for compression.
require daily application, and are washable and therefore reusable, but may slip and require application by trained staff. Multicomponent short stretch systems have a high stiffness, do not require daily application, and are well-tolerated during periods of rest, but are not reusable and require application by trained staff. Long stretch elastic wrap can be applied by the patient or an assistant, but have a low stiffness, are not well-tolerated when applied with a high pressure, and must be removed nightly. Multiple component bandages have a high stiffness and are well-tolerated during periods of rest, but are bulky, warm, and not reusable. They require placement by trained staff, but do not require daily application.

**Multiple component vs single component compression bandages**

Compression systems can secondarily be classified into single layer and multilayer, and also, into multiple versus single component. A multilayer system is one in which one bandage is applied in an overlapping manner leading to a multilayer bandage. Graduated compression stockings have a single compression layer. Multiple component systems may have multiple different materials combined into a single compression system. As a whole, it appears that multicomponent compression is more effective than single component compression systems.

A popular multiple component system is the four-layer bandage (4LB) system (Figure 2). A 4LB has four components consisting of orthopedic wool, a crepe bandage, an elastic bandage, and an outer layer made of an elastic cohesive bandage. It is important to note that application of multiple layers both increases pressure, as well as changes the elastic properties of the final bandage due to friction forces between the surfaces of each of the bandages. The end result is a final bandage layer that is less elastic but with increased stiffness (with an SSI >10). Multicomponent bandage systems also often incorporate short stretch bandages. These must be considered when interpreting data regarding multiple component systems.

Current moderate-quality evidence supports the use of multicomponent bandages over single component bandage systems for the treatment of venous leg ulcers. A recently performed meta-analysis pooled data from six trials comparing a 4LB to an short stretch bandage system. The results showed a 30% improvement in ulcer healing in the 4LB arm. It should be noted, however, that these results might indicate lack of proper technique when applying SSB compression systems, as studies in the Netherlands and Austria showed no significant differences between the two systems with regard to ulcer healing. 4LB systems have the additional benefit of being more cost-effective than the SSB alternative. No specific 4LB system is currently endorsed, as all currently marketed systems appear to perform similarly.

**Compression stockings**

Compression stockings (elastic prescription hosiery) are classified in a manner similar to bandages, according to compression pressure exerted on the limbs. The pressure is also measured at the level of the ankle. Class 1 stockings provide light support (14–17 mmHg), class 2 provides medium support (18–24 mmHg), and class 3 provides strong support (25–35 mmHg). Class 1 stockings are used to treat varicose veins, class 2 are used for more severe varicosities and help prevent venous leg ulcers, and class 3 are used to treat severe venous hypertension and severe varicose veins, and also help to prevent new or recurrent venous leg ulcers.

Compression stockings (Figure 3) currently come in two varieties – as elastic compression stockings or as ulcer kits (ie, double stockings). Compression stockings are self-applicable, but can be difficult to put on and tend to have lower working pressure than their compression bandage counterparts. They allow for daily skin care and showers. The only difference in the ulcer kits is that they contain a basal layer that stays in place overnight to keep the ulcer dressing in place, while the second stocking is placed over it daily.

Data pooled from four randomized controlled trials showed that high-compression stockings are associated with faster healing than SSB systems at 2–4 months. There was also no significant difference in complete healing between compression stockings compared to two-component and 4LB bandage systems at 3 months. Stockings have the additional
benefit of being subjected to less operator-dependent variability than are bandages. As a whole, however, studies comparing elastic stockings to inelastic bandages should be interpreted with caution, as the bandage pressure is extremely variable, and dependent on the stretch applied to the bandage, as well as the experience of the person performing application of the bandage. This makes it difficult to accurately compare the two devices.

**Velcro devices**

Fabric hook and fastener, ie, Velcro™ devices (eg, CircAid® Medical Products; MediGLobal, Miami, FL, USA), are self-applicable with patient-controlled adjustable pressure (Figure 4). They provide medium-to-high stiffness, while allowing for daily skin care and showers. They are the only inelastic compression devices currently on the market that can be self-applied by patients. They tend not to be as appealing to patients as alternative compression therapies, however, due to their bulkiness and restriction of mobility.

**Intermittent pneumatic compression therapy**

Intermittent pneumatic compression pumps, often used for DVT prophylaxis, have been shown to assist in the healing of chronic ulceration. They can be used with a full compression system, or as an alternative to those patients who are unable to wear a full compression system. However, it is recommended only when other compression therapies cannot be used (ie, patients with reduced mobility), are not available, or have failed after prolonged compression therapy. These devices produce a waveform motion of pressure on the leg. In terms of ulcer healing, however, meta-analysis results have been inconclusive. The major advantage is that these devices work while the patient is resting.
Hybrid devices

Hybrid devices (eg, CompreFit BK; Spectrum Healthcare, Phoenixville, PA, USA) combine sustained compression with intermittent compression therapy, which is utilized during periods of patient rest. They allow for self-application and daily skin care and showers with variable stiffness. Hybrid devices tend to be less appealing to patients as compression alternatives.

Elastic versus inelastic compression

Compression can be classified into elastic and inelastic categories. Elastic bandages have maximal extensibility >100%, and contain elastomeric fibers, while inelastic bandages have a maximal extensibility of <100%. An intelligent compression system will exert strong pressure in the standing position and low pressure in the supine position. This difference is referred to as the SSI. The SSI is measured at the B1 point of the gastrocnemius muscle (the transition between the muscular and tendinous portion of the medial gastrocnemius) as the difference between the resting pressure in the lying position and standing pressure. Another important indicator of bandage stiffness is the pulse pressure during muscular activity, or the walking pressure amplitude (WPA), which is another indicator of bandage stiffness. Pressure produced by compression systems depends on several factors, including the limb size, activity level of the patient, skill of application, and application technique.

Elastic compression systems exert a small pressure difference between resting pressure, standing pressure, and pressure during exercise. The SSI is typically <10 mmHg, and the WPA tends to be very low. Elastic bandages should be applied at 50% of the total extensibility to avoid pain during application. Elastic bandages are effective in edema reduction, but are less effective than inelastic bandages in improving venous pumping function and subsequent hemodynamics. In order to achieve a pressure of >60 mmHg in the upright position, elastic bandages have to be applied at extremely high resting pressures, which would be intolerable for patients.

A recent Cochrane review concluded that the most effective compression systems are multicomponent systems that contain an elastic bandage. The studies that have drawn these conclusions have been called into question, however, due to proposed flaws in their methodology. It is currently accepted that elastic stockings exerting the highest pressure tolerable should be used to prevent ulcer recurrence after healing.

Inelastic bandages are non-stretchable textiles. An example is the Unna boot. Inelastic bandages are well-tolerated, even when applied with a strong initial pressure, due to the immediate reduction in edema and subsequent decrease in leg volume. Inelastic systems also exert a higher pressure during standing, with an SSI >10 mmHg, and peak pressure of >70 mmHg during exercise, bringing inelastic compression systems close to fitting the definition of an ideal compression system. Studies have concluded that inelastic compression material is more effective than elastic bandages at reducing deep venous reflux and superficial venous insufficiency, as inelastic bandages produce much higher standing pressures than due elastic material. Inelastic materials are also more effective at improving venous pumping function than elastic materials. Additionally, inelastic material is able to exert a positive effect on hemodynamics at pressures as low as 20 mmHg, which may be beneficial in the use of mixed arteriovenous ulcers (see next section).

The positive effect on ejection fraction exerted by inelastic material was maintained as long as 7 days after application despite a decrease in observed pressure. The lower resting pressure afforded by inelastic bandages makes them more tolerable and less likely to cause pain in patients with arterial disease relative to elastic compression systems. Previous studies claiming superiority of elastic material relative to inelastic material may have been performed without adequate measurement of the pressure of the compression devices, and the elastic dressings in said studies may actually have had properties closer to inelastic dressings. Therefore, it is recommended that larger, randomized trials without methodological errors be conducted before any conclusion is made over which material is superior in the compression therapy of venous leg ulcers.

Treatment of arteriovenous ulcers

Up to 30% of lower extremity ulcers have an arterial component. Treatment of mixed leg ulcers (those in which arterial disease is also contributing to ulcer formation) presents unique challenges with regard to treatment. Compression will improve venous hemodynamics, but can further impair arterial inflow. In a recent study, Mosti et al utilized laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) and transcutaneous oxygen measurements in patients with combined atherosclerotic disease and venous ulcers before and after application of high strength compression to determine whether or not compression would further impair arterial perfusion. In this limited study of 25 patients, inelastic compression bandages were applied with compression pressures ranging from 20–50 mmHg in attempts to identify a cutoff point where arterial perfusion decreased. Blood flow actually increased...
close to the ulcer (as measured under bandages) applying all pressure ranges, but the amount of increase was greater with bandages applying 20–40 mmHg of pressure. At the toe level, a significant decrease in perfusion was noted with bandages that applied >41 mmHg of pressure. The authors concluded that for patients with an ankle-brachial index (ABI) >0.5 and an ankle pressure >60 mmHg, bandages applying up to 40 mmHg did not reduce arterial perfusion, and actually improved LDF at the local ulcer level.36,39

Patients with an ABI of 0.8–1.2, indicative of an adequate lower extremity vascular supply, are good candidates for high compression therapy. Those with an ABI between 0.5–0.8 should use reduced strength compression so as to avoid distal gangrene and limb loss. For those with an ABI <0.5, compression therapy is contraindicated until a comprehensive vascular assessment deems otherwise.36,55

Ulcer recurrence
As previously mentioned, the potential for ulcer recurrence without maintenance compression therapy has been reported to be as high as 67%.36,57 When compliant with compression therapy, the reported recurrence rate is 28%. When compression therapy is combined with superficial venous surgery, the recurrence rate drops to 12%.58 As previously mentioned, to prevent ulcer recurrence, elastic stockings exerting the highest pressure tolerable are recommended.42

Supplementation with pharmacotherapy
Supplementation of compression therapy with pentoxifylline (Trental®; Sanofi SA, Paris, France) has improved healing of venous ulcers, producing an estimated 21% increase in overall healing, with the most commonly encountered side effect being gastrointestinal disturbance.59 Micronized purified flavonoid fraction has also been shown to be beneficial in ulcer healing in combination with compression therapy. However, neither of these pharmacotherapy adjuncts are often used clinically.1

Compliance with compression therapy
Compliance remains the Achilles heel of compressive therapy. Reviews have shown that the benefits of compression therapy diminish according to the level of nonadherence.60 As previously mentioned, compression therapy requires lifelong adherence. Compliance with long-term therapy is cited at 37%–67%. Reasons commonly stated for noncompliance include heat accumulation, inconvenience, high cost, and pain.61 Adherence is also influenced by patient beliefs as to how worthwhile the therapy will be for their condition.59 Younger patients often refuse compression therapy, while older patients may experience difficulty in applying compressive devices.62 Venous leg ulcer recurrence rate is estimated at 26% at 1 year following complete ulcer closure.63 Therefore, it is important to determine which interventions are most likely to promote adherence to compression therapy and appropriately counsel and educate the patient.

Current therapy for venous leg ulcers usually includes a combination of compression, possible surgery, physical therapy, local wound care, drug therapies, and leg ulcer at community clinics.64 Patients often receive either home nursing care or attend wound clinics for regular wound care. An interesting model for therapy currently being studied is the use of community-based clinics designed to increase patient compliance. Unfortunately, systematic reviews are currently unable to determine if these community-based clinics increase patient compliance over standard home or outpatient clinic care.64 In two current studies, so-called ‘Leg Clubs’ are a model designed to provide social support in a supportive, informative environment.64 A similar model, known as ‘Lively Legs’, which evaluates patient lifestyle and beliefs in a community clinic setting with the aim to promote patient adherence,65 has been evaluated in single-centered randomized controlled trials. On review of the Leg Clubs study, it was concluded that healing rates and quality of life may not improve any more than home-based visits for people with venous leg ulcers; and on review of the Lively Legs study, healing rates, recurrence, and adherence to therapy were not increased more than regular attendance to an outpatient wound clinic.64 There is currently limited evidence to truly assess the benefits of community-based nursing models of care, and more trials are needed before quality evidence can be obtained.64

Quality of life issues
Not surprisingly, patients with chronic venous leg ulcers suffer from a lower health-related quality of life (HRQOL) because of their disease. Patients report suffering from pain, sleep disturbance, and increased social isolation because of their disease. In a systematic review conducted on quality of life studies for patients with venous ulcers, the most frequent symptom reported is pain, which was commonly described as a constant reminder of their disease.7 Pain was reportedly exacerbated during dressing changes and analgesia was often inadequate.66,67

Patients also suffer restriction in mobility secondary to ulcer-related pain and leakage of exudate.68 In the study by
Walshe, many patients felt that inadequate methods were employed to manage exudate and associated odor, leading to increased social isolation and increased self-consciousness. Another study echoed these results, finding many patients reporting an inability to maintain hygiene, which contributed to social isolation. In one quality of life study, it was shown that swelling was a good predictor of impaired mobility, financial trouble, decreased working capacity, and negative effects on emotional health. On the other hand, ulcer size was not shown to affect any of these quality of life factors. This study indicated that control of swelling might have a large impact on patient quality of life. In another study, investigators determined that the significant emotional distress associated with chronic venous leg ulcers often goes undetected by care providers. Patient energy levels were shown to improve with ulcer treatment, with the greatest improvement in energy level noted in those whose ulcer had completely healed. Sleep disturbance is also a common complaint, which is attributable to ulcer-related pain.

In summary, it is recommended that to improve the HRQOL of these patients, care providers should individualize strategies to manage wound exudate and subsequent odor, provide comprehensive care pathways for ulcer management, foster a collaborative clinician–patient relationship, and provide proper patient education materials. Patients may benefit from particular attention to reducing their leg swelling.

Conclusion

Compression therapy remains the gold standard for treatment of venous leg ulcerations. It is clearly superior with regard to ulcer healing rates compared with no compression. Current evidence suggests that multiple component bandages (ie, two-component and 4LB systems) perform better than single component bandages, and compression hosiery appears to perform as well as two-component and 4LB systems, with the additional benefit of being less operator dependent. However, there is still the need for more high quality research to determine which exact combination of material provides the best overall compression. There is also controversy in the literature over whether inelastic or elastic compression stockings are superior, and even debate over the definition of elastic and inelastic materials themselves. It seems clear that elastic stockings exerting the highest pressure tolerable should be used to prevent ulcer recurrence.

Just as important as finding the proper compression system, is promoting patient compliance with lifelong compression therapy, given the high rate of ulcer recurrence following successful closure. An improved interdisciplinary approach and enhanced patient education are likely key components. There needs to be more investigation into ways to improve patient compliance, as this will lead to decreased morbidity associated with venous disease.
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